Workplace Starter
Meeting Room Analytics
and Workplace Central
to get you started
Designed for all sizes of organizations and business that want
to get started with a Meeting Management solution quickly
getting insights into how their workplace is performing and is
being utilized. All seamlessly integrated with Outlook, Exchange and Office 365.

Workplace Starter Plan

What do you get
with Workplace Starter?

Overview, Insights and Analytics
Workplace resource overview
Meeting and event overview
Workplace dashboard
Utilization and analytics dashboard
Reporting and advanced booking insights
Metrics and leading indicators

Infrastructure, integrations and Management
Cloud Management Portal
Runs on Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Exchange / Exchange Online integration
Support scheduling permission/ Booking options
Active Directory and Azure Active Directory
Advanced Security (TLS 1.2, Modern Auth)
GDPR compliant
Modern add-ins for Outlook and Office 365

The Plan includes simple management of the AskCody Cloud, an intuitive overview
with insights into meeting room utilization, and the administration tools to customize
and manage your AskCody solution as you grow.
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AskCody Workplace
Central

With Workplace Central meeting owners and meeting room managers have one central
hub or place to go for everything related to meetings, events, and workplace bookings.
AskCody Workplace Central gives you today's events and meetings at a glance and provides you with all the answers about meetings, guests and associated services at your
ﬁngertips.
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With the Workplace Central, Meeting

As a result of this, AskCody allows Meeting

Managers, Receptionists, Assistants, and

Managers to take control of meeting rooms

Meeting Room owners have a complete

and workspaces, and are giving them the

overview of what goes on in the workplace,

superpowers to understand how the work-

how meeting rooms are utilized in real time

space and meeting rooms are used right

when meetings are happening when

now.

visitors arrive, and if the services to be
delivered for the meeting, is confirmed by

In Outlook, Meeting Managers can see up

the service vendor.

to 9 rooms at a time. But it's cumbersome
and slow. Workplace Central can handle all

Meeting Managers stay in
Control
Workplace Central gives you consistency,
visibility, and insights. In real time. Connected to all your Outlook, Office 365 and

meeting room resources and is super fast
with a built-in intelligent search feature.

Take decisions based on data
Meeting Managers can now take decisions

Exchange meeting rooms.

based on data, not their gut feelings. They

Once and for all, meeting managers can get

booking behavior, optimize resources, and

rid of old and outdated spreadsheets,
paper logs or sticky notes they use to
manage the workday. Workplace Central
gives the complete and user-friendly
overview of today's meetings and workplace bookings planned and scheduled in
Outlook, Office 365 and Exchange.

Take control of meeting
rooms and workspaces
The Workplace Central aggregates the most
crucial meeting data from Outlook,
Exchange and Office 365 and combines it
with data from AskCody Meeting+, Welcome+, and Insights in one screen and a
straightforward overview.

can control or regulate meeting room
improve room utilization from one single
application. Still, everything is integrated
seamlessly with Outlook, Exchange and
Office 365.
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Workplace Insights
& Analytics

With Insights you will see your office and meeting rooms in full context with all availble
data about utilization.Easily experience how your office space and meeting rooms are
actually being used and make the most out of your workspace.
No more guesswork!
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Take control of your meeting rooms and

When your employees use Outlook or

eperience how your office space and

Office 365 to book meetings, it generates

meeting rooms are being used.

data. If you use the Meeting Management

With AskCody Workpalce Insights, you have
quantifiable data that shows how technology, facilities, and employees are engaging
in a conference room. You will experience
how your office space and meeting rooms
are being used. With Insights you will see
your office and meeting rooms in full
context with all available data about utilization, to learn to get the most out of the
available space, across your entire organization.

AskCody arms you with data
Planning an office expansion? Trying to
make the best of what you already have?
AskCody arms you with data (instead of
guesses) for all the answers. Go deeper
into conference room activity, with daily
reporting for key metrics like meetings,
attendees, and occupancy to get the full
story of how your office space performs.
Insights offer your clarity and enable you to
see clearly what’s happening in your meeting rooms. You get the insights and trends
displayed in a beautiful dashboard where
you can pull the metrics you need to make
informed decisions about your meeting
room space, conference rooms, hot desk or
other resources.

Seamlessly integrated with
Outlook and Office 365

and Resource Scheduling Suite from AskCody on top, it generates even more. We
surface that data for you like graphs,
charts, KPI’s and numbers, plus recommendations for improvements tailored
specifically to your company’s unique
meeting behaviors.

Learn what your employees
are looking for
Those data and analytics come into play for
the specific needs of certain divisions or
locations. For example, a department might
need a conference setup for board meetings, while another might need a Google
Hangouts setup. Some rooms need a
speaker phone, and some need video
conference. Some need flip overs, some
white boards, and others the ability to
change table arrangements. Companies
need to have that information to better
prepare for what employees are looking for
— and increase the overall efficiency of an
office space.
With Insights you can find out when meetings are happening, which rooms and tech
are most popular, and when to consolidate
or expand. Find out which of your organization’s rooms are under- or over-utilized.
Learn which rooms are most used, which
are always free, or which of the technologies you have available are most used by
meeting organizers.

“The implementation was easy
and it’s very intuitive to use .
That also meant training of
end users wasn’t going to be a
long process. Another important thing was auditing from
the Management Console that
you can see what is happening
and where it’s happening.”
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Cloud Management
Portal

In the AskCody Management Portal in the Cloud, you can easily connect to Exchange
and Office 365, connect to your calendar resources, set up all your rooms and desks,
and how you’d like things to work. Your rules, your booking policies, your scheduling
permissions, your room types.
You decide on conﬁgurations, how data is displayed, in-room equipment, services for
your meeting, check-in policies and more. For example, you can ask users to check in on
the room screen and cancel bookings if they haven’t arrived. You manage everything in
the Cloud Portal. There is nothing to install on-premise or on your Exchange Server.
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The AskCody Management Portal included

user or user groups, This saves time and

easy management of rooms, desks, licens-

management both in the deployment stage,

es, locations, time zones, business rules,

but also with fully automatic updating of

booking policies, cost centers, vendors,

user roles and access in production mode.

receptions and all that matters for an
enterprise-grade solution.
You shouldn't spend your valuable time in
front of a spreadsheet crunching meeting
room numbers or booking data. AskCody
does that for you, integrated with Outlook,
Exchange and Office 365, providing the
Outlook-centric Meeting Management
Platform for your employees, while giving
you the administrative superpowers to
easily manage everything from an organizational perspective.

Easily configure modules,
manage subscription, and
grant access to the right
users

Built on Microsoft Azure, Enterprise-grade security,
GDPR compliant, and ISAE
3000 certified
Benefitting from Microsoft’s unmatched
scale and experience running trusted
enterprise cloud services around the globe,
AskCody is built on Microsoft Azure. With
Microsoft and AskCody being a Microsoft
ISV Partner, we can take advantage of the
Azure Cloud more quickly while reducing
security and compliance costs and minimizing risk to your organization.
When you invest in a cloud service, you
must be able to trust that your data is safe,
that data privacy is protected, and that you

From the Management Portal, you can

own and control your data in all its uses.

control and deploy all modules in the

AskCody is divided into a European and

Meeting Management suite, both centrally,

North American setup due to data regula-

but also decentralized from all the different

tions. AskCody is fully compliant with

locations or organizational units that use a

GDPR, is ISAE 3000 certified, and is build

specific module.

intelligently where all meeting data stays
on Microsoft Exchange.

An enterprise-grade Meeting Management
solution that should work globally for
worldwide organizations let you manage
and maintain users and locations by Active
Directory. That's why user and location
management with AskCody can be done
with the integration to Active Directory or
Azure AD, where users roles and access
can be granted or provisioned to the right
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